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Tectonic structure of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge near 168300N
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Abstract The 16830’N area of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge represents an area of present-day detachment fault-
ing. Here we present shipboard bathymetric, magnetic and gravity data acquired up to 65 km from the
ridge axis that reveal a varied tectonic history of this region. Magnetic data are used to calculate spreading
rates and examine spreading rate variability along and across the axis. Bathymetric and gravity data are
used to infer the crustal structure. A central magnetic anomaly 40% narrower than expected is observed
along much of the study area. Misalignment between modern-day spreading center and magnetic anoma-
lies indicates tectonic reorganization of the axis within the past 780 ka. Observed magnetic anomalies show
a pattern of anomalous skewness consistent with rotation of magnetic vectors probably associated with
detachment faulting. Relatively thin crust north of a small (�7 km) nontransform offset coincides with a
weakly magmatic spreading axis. In contrast, to the south a robust axial volcanic ridge is underlain by
thicker crust. Variations in crustal structure perpendicular to the axis occur over tens of kilometers, indicat-
ing processes which occur over timescales of 1–2 Ma.

1. Introduction

At slow-spreading mid-ocean ridges, slip on low-angle faults, known as detachments, can accommodate a
significant portion of relative plate motion [e.g., Cannat et al., 1995; Cann et al., 1997; Tucholke et al., 1998;
Smith et al., 2008]. Where these faults continue to slip for long time periods, lower crustal and mantle rocks
are exhumed to form oceanic core complexes [Tucholke and Lin, 1994; Cannat et al., 2006; Baines et al.,
2008]. Detachment faulting is also associated with uneven, irregular seafloor terrain and asymmetric plate
accretion, thought to be explained by limited magmatism [Lagabrielle et al., 1998; Searle et al., 2003; Okino
et al., 2004; Buck et al., 2005; Tucholke et al., 2008; Mallows and Searle, 2012]. Plate spreading accommodated
by detachments may occur over millions of years, leading to broad expanses of oceanic crust being formed
this way [Karson, 1999; Schroeder and Cheadle, 2007; Escartin et al., 2008]. For example, up to half of the
length of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) between 12830’N and 358N is thought to exhibit detachment-mode
spreading on at least one side of the axis [Escartin et al., 2008].

Here we present a detailed study of the crustal structure of a segment of the slow-spreading MAR near
16830’N (Figure 1). The MAR between 128N and 178N is thought to be spreading at a full rate of 25 km Ma21

[DeMets et al., 2010], and is flanked by broad areas of blocky seafloor terrain, typical of detachment fault
activity [Macleod et al., 2002; Fujiwara et al., 2003; Smith et al., 2006, 2008, 2014]. We use bathymetric, mag-
netic and gravity data to establish the history of plate spreading in this region under the influence of
detachment faulting. Our observations constrain the spatial and temporal variations in tectonic style and
provide an insight into the relationships between spreading style and crustal accretion. Near the spreading
axis we investigate the character of the central magnetic anomaly, which shows considerable cross-axis
asymmetry. Away from the spreading axis, we find variations in relative crustal thickness both parallel and
perpendicular to the ridge axis.

2. Tectonic Setting and Geologic Features

Smith et al. [2014] provided a detailed description of the bathymetric and tectonic character of the 16830’N
region. The study area consists of two spreading segments, separated by a �7 km nontransform offset
(NTO) near 168420N (Figure 1), which is not associated with a recognizable off-axis trace in the bathymetry
or the magnetic anomalies discussed later.
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In the southern part of the study area, bathy-
metric data reveal a classic domed, corrugated
detachment fault called South Core Complex
(SCC; Figure 1). The termination of this fault is
located �6.5 km west of the volcanic spreading
axis and its footwall scarp is characterized by
corrugations 400–1600 m in wavelength [Smith
et al., 2014]. The top of a 9 km-long normal
fault scarp, called East Ridge, is located about
6 km west of the volcanic axis to the northeast
of SCC. Another fault scarp, called West Ridge,
is located �15 km west of the volcanic axis,
and consists of a �21 km-long, �1 km-wide
bathymetric high bounded on the east by nor-
mal faulting dipping toward the axis (Figure 1)
[Smith et al., 2014]. West Ridge has been inter-
preted as the breakaway of an outwardly
rotated long-lived detachment fault [Smith
et al., 2008]. Seafloor to the north and west of
West Ridge is uneven and occasionally corru-
gated, suggesting it was also generated during
detachment faulting. Similar corrugations, elon-
gated parallel to the spreading direction, can
also be identified to the east of the spreading
axis. Rock samples dredged up to 20 km west
of the ridge axis reveal abundant gabbro and
peridotite lithologies [Smith et al., 2014]. These
observations, in addition to bathymetric map-
ping, provided additional constraints to show
that large portions of the seafloor have been
formed by slip along detachment faults.

Earthquake seismicity is common in the 16830’N area, demonstrated by a two-year deployment of an auton-
omous hydrophone array which detected �500 earthquakes (Mw 2–3) between 168N and 178N [Smith et al.,
2003]. This high rate of seismicity is indicative of present-day slip on numerous detachment faults [Escartin
et al., 2008]. Further evidence for active detachment faults today is provided by the progressive thinning of
sediments toward the termination of an exposed detachment fault footwall at 16835’N, 46835’W observed
on subbottom profiles acquired using AUV Sentry [Parnell-Turner et al., 2014].

3. Data Acquisition and Processing

Bathymetric, magnetic and gravity data were acquired simultaneously in May 2013 during R/V Knorr Cruise
KN210-05. Ship track lines were oriented parallel to the plate spreading flowlines (�1058) [DeMets et al.,
1990] and spaced roughly 10 km apart (Figure 1). Track lines extend �65 km either side of the spreading
axis and assuming an average total spreading rate of �25 km Ma21, the survey covers crust up to �5 Ma in
age [DeMets et al., 1990].

3.1. Bathymetric Data
Multibeam bathymetric data were acquired using the hull-mounted SeaBeam 3012-P1 system, which has
121 beams operating at 12 kHz and a swath width of up to 1208. Spatial resolution is typically 100–150 m
depending on water depth, and sound velocity calibration was achieved using an expendable bathyther-
mograph (XBT) deployed at 168 55.9’N 478 8.9’W. Multibeam data were processed using MB-System soft-
ware [Caress and Chayes, 1996]. The data have minimal spurious returns and artifacts, most of which were
removed using automated algorithms. Bathymetric data from KN210-05 were merged with data from

Figure 1. Location map (inset) and compilation of multibeam bathymetric
data from study area (Cruises KN182-03 [Smith et al., 2006], YK98-05
[Fujiwara et al., 2003], and KN210-05 [Smith et al. 2014]). Numbered black
lines are geophysical data acquisition track lines, KN210-05; black/white
line marks ridge axis; SCC is South Core Complex; WR is West Ridge; ER is
East Ridge; NTO marks nontransform offset, box shows location of Figure 2.
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previous surveys (Cruises KN182-03 [Smith et al., 2006] and YK98-05 [Fujiwara et al., 2003]) to yield continu-
ous coverage from the Fifteen Twenty Fracture Zone to �178N (Figure 1).

Slope gradient and seafloor roughness grids were obtained from the final bathymetric data set in order to
interpret the gross tectonic features (Figure 2). Seafloor roughness was estimated using the standard devia-
tion of the slope gradient calculated within a 200 m window [Micallef et al., 2007]. Slope gradient is a useful
aid in identification of outward-facing slopes (i.e., slopes dipping away from the spreading axis), which are
typically associated with detachment faults. Pillow lavas with equant geometry have been identified on the
208 outward-facing slope of East Ridge using towed camera images [Smith et al., 2008]. This observation led
Smith et al. [2008] to conclude that these outward facing slopes are back-tilted sections of originally subhor-
izontal axial valley floor. After fault initiation, slip continues and the valley floor material, forming a break-
away, is flexurally rotated away from the axis, eventually becoming a steep outward-facing slope [e.g., Buck,
1988]. Seafloor roughness (Figure 2c), combined with the illuminated bathymetric grid, is used to identify
corrugations oriented parallel to the spreading direction, typical of detachment faulted terrain (Figure 2d).

3.2. Magnetic Anomaly Data
Sea surface magnetic data were acquired using a Marine Magnetics SeaSPY Overhauser total field magne-
tometer. This sensor was towed 300 m behind the stern of the vessel at a speed of �10 kts (�5 m s21) and
data were recorded at a sampling interval of 1 s. The magnetic anomaly was calculated by subtracting the
International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) model from the measured field [Finlay et al., 2010] and
the effects of diurnal variation were removed using a straight-line de-trending algorithm.

Figure 2. Bathymetric terrain analysis and interpretation. (a) Multibeam bathymetry. Red/white line marks ridge axis; SCC is South Core Complex; WR is West Ridge; ER is East Ridge; NTO
marks nontransform offset. (b) Slope gradient. (c) Seafloor roughness, defined as standard deviation of slope gradient. (d) Geologic interpretation draped over bathymetry. Green poly-
gons are corrugated seafloor (following Smith et al. [2014]); colored dots mark outward-facing slopes with angle >208.
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3.3. Gravity Data
Gravity data were acquired using a Bell BGM-3 gravimeter at a sampling interval of 1 s. Base station absolute
gravity ties were made at stations in Bridgetown, Barbados and Woods Hole, MA, USA. After applying a
360 s Gaussian filter and E€otv€os correction, the free-air anomaly (FAA) was calculated by subtracting
observed values from the International Gravity Formula 1980.

4. Magnetic Anomalies and Crustal Magnetization

Near-axis magnetic anomaly identification in this region is challenging due to sparse data coverage, slow
spreading rates, low latitude and complex interaction between magmatic and tectonic plate spreading
styles. Magnetic anomalies older than polarity chron C2 times (>1.3 Ma) are more symmetric and provide a
useful starting point for our analysis [Fujiwara et al., 2003]. Regional magnetic anomaly profiles that intersect
track lines from KN210-05 were acquired as part of the Caribbean-Atlantic Geotraverse Project (CAG71) on
board National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration Ship (NOAAS) Researcher in September-
November 1971 (National Geophysical Data Center) [Peter et al., 1973]. These data provide useful context
for data collected during KN210-05 (Figure 3a). During CAG71, ship position was fixed at 2 h intervals using
a Doppler satellite system and magnetic data were recorded every 60s using an instrument towed 215 m
behind the ship. These acquisition parameters are likely to have caused some artifacts in the data. Nonethe-
less, these additional data allow tentative identification of magnetic anomalies up to polarity chron 6A
times (�20.5 Ma). Polarity chrons were identified along two of these regional lines (CAG71-1 and -2, Figures
3b and 3c) using the geomagnetic reversal timescale of Cande and Kent [1995]. Chron picks from CAG71

Figure 3. Regional bathymetric map with magnetic anomaly profiles. (a) Thick black lines are magnetic profiles from NOAAS Researcher
Cruise CAG71; thin black lines are magnetic profiles from KN210-05; black/white line is ridge axis. (b and c) Solid black lines are magnetic
anomaly profiles CAG71-1 and CAG71-2; dashed line is modeled magnetic anomaly. Magnetic polarity blocks plotted beneath assuming
full spreading rate of 22.4 mm/yr. Labeled circles/triangles are picked chrons. (d) Spreading rate history from CAG71 data. Circles/triangles
are picks from CAG71-1 and 22, respectively, solid line is best-fitting least-squares regression. Half spreading rate, U, noted.
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profiles were fitted to a straight line using ordinary least-squares regression, to yield an apparent total
spreading rate of 21.4 km Ma21 (Figure 3d). This rate is slower the 25 km Ma21 rate predicted by global
plate motion models (MORVEL) [DeMets et al., 2010]. In order to verify this discrepancy, we calculated syn-
thetic magnetic anomalies using the program MODMAG [Mendel et al., 2005]. We assume a magnetized lay-
er of thickness 1.0 km and model the transition zone between adjacent inversely magnetized blocks using a
contamination coefficient of 0.8 [Tisseau and Patriat, 1981; Mendel et al., 2005]. Blocks in the model are
assumed to have acquired magnetization at a latitude of 16830’N and at have an orientation of 0108. There
is a fair match between the observed and predicted anomalies (Figure 3b): chrons 5 and 6 show good
agreement on the western side of both lines, while there is a good match for anomaly 2A on either side of
the axis for both lines. Although the fits to other chrons are more variable in quality, the data from CAG71
support our initial interpretation and reflect a full spreading rate of 21.4 km Ma21. Hence these regional
data provide additional constraints on identification of younger chrons (e.g., 2A and 3) along KN210-05
profiles.

Magnetic anomaly profiles from KN210-05 are shown in Figures 4a and 5. Individual magnetic polarity
chrons are difficult to identify, so we began with comparison to the CAG71 profiles. Our method for mag-
netic chron identification was also informed by patterns in crustal magnetization, similar to the approach
used by Fujiwara et al. [2003]. We also tested the use of the analytic function to aid in identification of mag-
netized block edges [Nabighian, 1972]. This method did not improve our ability to identify polarity chrons,
possibly due to the complex geometry and rotation of magnetized bodies in the area.

4.1. Crustal Magnetization
Crustal magnetization was calculated to correct for the effects of bathymetry and remove skewness due to
the low magnetic latitude of our study area, using a Fourier inversion method [Parker and Huestis, 1974].
The inversion procedure was performed using the gridded magnetic anomaly data assuming a uniform,
1 km thick magnetic source layer beneath the seafloor. Within the source layer, direction of magnetization
was taken to be parallel to a geocentric dipole field and a tapered cosine bandpass filter was used to
remove wavelengths less than 7 km and greater than 50 km. No annihilator was added to the data during
the inversion, the resulting magnetization grid is shown in Figure 4b. We identified the volcanic axis based
on bathymetric character, often marked by an axial volcanic ridge (AVR), which we take to represent the
locus of most recent spreading. Preliminary chron boundary locations were identified based upon zero-
crossings in the magnetization grid (Figure 4b).

4.2. Central Magnetic Anomaly
The central, Bruhnes, anomaly has a median width of 10.0 km and shows considerable variation in ampli-
tude and character between profiles. This width is little more than half of that typically expected at a
spreading rate of 21.4 km Ma21. North of the NTO at 16842’N, the Bruhnes anomaly is low in amplitude (<
200 nT) with minima near the axis (lines 1, 2 and 3, Figure 4a). Magnetization of the central anomaly along
profiles 1 and 2 is relatively low, with values of �2 A/m (Figure 4b). The central magnetization high on these
two profiles is located 2–4 km to the east of the volcanically defined spreading axis. Immediately north of
the NTO, the central magnetization high on line 3 is centered on the spreading axis but is likely contaminat-
ed by the NTO. The NTO has an offset of �7 km, which is not reflected in the C1n.o and older chrons in Fig-
ure 4b. This observation suggests a recent reorganization of the axis that occurred sometime after 0.78 Ma.
In the southern area (lines 4 to 8), the central magnetization high shows consistent cross-axis asymmetry,
with the maximum amplitude located 2–4 km east of the volcanic spreading axis, similar to that seen on
lines 1 and 2. The Bruhnes anomaly on lines 3, 4 and 5 has the strongest positive magnetization intensity
with amplitudes of 3–4 A/m.

4.3. Chron Identification and Spreading Rate Analysis
Refined magnetic chron boundaries were picked based upon the character of anomalies shown in Figure 5.
Pick identification was guided by initial identifications from the magnetization inversion (Figure 4b) and
intersections with CAG71 profiles (Figure 3). In order to verify and refine our picks, we used MODMAG to cal-
culate synthetic magnetic anomaly profiles [Mendel et al., 2005]. Chron picks are plotted as a function of
time versus distance from axis in Figure 6, and listed in Table 1. Half-spreading rates were obtained by fit-
ting a regression model by method of ordinary least-squares to the C1n.o and older picks on the eastern
side of the axis. Anomalies on the eastern flank are clearer than those on the western flank and allow a
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definition of the expected location of crust of zero age (i.e., x axis intercept). This intercept represents the
location of zero-age if no recent reorganization of the axis had taken place. Picks west of the axis were then
fitted with the additional constraint of the intercept calculated from the eastern side. The common inter-
cept produces a model of constant total spreading until the present. Our fitting procedure reveals a pattern
of slightly asymmetric spreading up to Bruhnes-Matuayma times (C1n.o; 780 ka) and considerable and vari-
able asymmetric spreading after Brunhes-Matuyama due to the recent reorganization of the spreading axis.
This asymmetry is manifest by the expected zero-age intercept to be offset from the modern-day volcanic

Figure 4. Magnetic anomalies, bathymetry and crustal magnetization. (a) Bathymetric map with magnetic anomaly profiles. Numbered
thin black lines show ship track lines; thick black lines are magnetic anomaly profiles with selected magnetic chron labels (italicized);
black/white lines mark ridge axis. (b) Crustal magnetization illuminated with bathymetric slope. Bold black lines are magnetization profiles;
labeled gray lines show chron boundaries identified by magnetization zero-crossings.
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spreading center, by distances up to 7.3 km (line 6). We include these offsets in our synthetic anomaly mod-
els, but not the recent severe and asymmetric spreading, because the whole reorganization took place with-
in the Brunhes normal period and does not affect the placement of the B/M boundaries in the models. We
assume a magnetized layer of thickness 1.0 km and use the geomagnetic polarity timescale of Cande and
Kent [1995]. We model the transition zone between adjacent inversely magnetized blocks using a contami-
nation coefficient of 0.8 [Tisseau and Patriat, 1981; Mendel et al., 2005]. Blocks in the model are assumed to
have acquired magnetization at a latitude of 16830’N and have an orientation of 0108. Model blocks and
resulting calculated magnetic profiles are shown in Figure 5.

The positions of old/young boundaries in the models agree well with those observed, in particular for areas
in which corrugated seafloor is not seen (e.g., eastern side of lines 5–8; Figure 5). Areas where corrugations
are present show less satisfactory agreement between model and data (e.g., western side of lines 3 and 4).
Anomalies on the eastern side of the axis match the model fairly well even in the presence of (presumably
extinct) detachment faults. On the western side, where detachment faulting activity may be younger and
still active, the agreement between model and data is less good. Phases of the observed anomalies for
chrons 2A and 3 do not closely match those predicted by the model in a number of places. On the eastern

Figure 5. (a–h) Magnetic anomaly data and models for lines 1–8, respectively. Solid black lines are observed magnetic anomaly, dashed
lines are modeled magnetic anomaly. Italicized labels indicate selected magnetic chrons. Models calculated using spreading rates obtained
in Figure 6 and variable offsets between central anomaly, offset distances noted in km (positive indicates eastward shift). Horizontal green
lines show extent of corrugated seafloor from Figure 2d. Black/white polygons show seafloor bathymetric profile and magnetized blocks
used in model.
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side of line 6, for example, chron 2A is predicted to be symmetrical in shape, whereas the observed anomaly
for chron 2A is asymmetric in shape (Figure 5f). This difference is consistent with a clockwise rotation about
a horizontal axis parallel to the rift valley walls of the remnant magnetization vector. On the western side of
line 6, the phase shift between observed and calculated anomalies for chron 2A implies counterclockwise
rotation. Similar sense of phase shift can be seen for chron 3, with the magnetic anomaly sources to the
east apparently rotated clockwise, and those to the west rotated counterclockwise. Similarly, on the eastern
side of lines 5 and 7, a comparison between modeled and observed individual positive anomalies appears
to reveal a clockwise phase shift for chrons 2A and 3.

The mean half spreading rate to the east of the axis is 10.9 6 0.7 km Ma21 (where error is 1 r). West of the
axis, spreading rates are slightly lower, with a mean of 10.3 6 0.7 km Ma21. Mean total spreading rate for all
lines is 21.2 6 0.6 km Ma21. This rate is in good agreement with that obtained from the regional CAG71
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Figure 6. Spreading rate analysis for lines 1–8. (a–h) Red/blue circles are magnetic anomaly picks east/west of axis, respectively; black
circles are zero-age intercept; solid lines show best-fitting least-squares regression, dotted lines show fit extrapolated to zero-age intercept
obtained from eastern picks. Half spreading rates, U, obtained from regression east and west of axis, and distance axis intercepts, I, noted.
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data set, and is also lower than that predicted by global plate motion models (MORVEL) [DeMets et al.,
2010]. In the area immediately to the north of Fifteen-Twenty Fracture Zone at 15830’N, Fujiwara et al.
[2003] report a total spreading rate of 25.1 6 0.7 km Ma21. Higher rates of up to 26.0 6 0.9 km Ma21 are
reported by Fujiwara et al. [2003] in their S1 segment just south of the Fifteen-Twenty Fracture Zone, cen-
tered at 14845’N. Observed magnetic anomalies in this study region cannot be explained by the faster
spreading rates of 25 km Ma21 suggested by Fujiwara et al. [2003] north of the Fifteen-Twenty Fracture
Zone. Magnetic anomalies north of the Fifteen-Twenty Fracture Zone are atypical in character and difficult
to interpret. Despite the detailed data acquisition and analysis by Fujiwara et al. [2003], this ambiguous
magnetic anomaly character may have led to increased uncertainty in their spreading rate estimates, per-
haps explaining the discrepancy. Alternatively, the North American-South American plate boundary may be
located between the Fifteen-Twenty Fracture Zone and 168N, allowing the possibility of different spreading
rates north and south of the fracture zone [Roest and Collette, 1986].

5. Gravity Anomalies and Crustal Structure

5.1. Gravity Anomaly Analysis
Free-air gravity anomaly observations primarily reflect variations in seafloor topography (Figure 7a). In order
to account for subsurface density variations, we calculated mantle Bouguer and residual mantle Bouguer
anomalies (MBA and RMBA, respectively) using the approach of Kuo and Forsyth [1988] and Prince and
Forsyth [1988]. The MBA was calculated by removing the gravitational effects of the water-crust and crust-
mantle interfaces using an upward-continuation method assuming a crustal thickness of 5 km [Parker,
1973]. The resulting MBA map (Figure 7b) primarily reflects variations in mantle thermal structure and varia-
tions in the thickness and/or density of the crust [Kuo and Forsyth, 1988; Lin et al., 1990]. The RMBA was
obtained by applying a thermal correction to the MBA in order to account for the gravitational effects of
upwelling and cooling of mantle material at the mid-oceanic ridge and associated transform faults. This
thermal correction was calculated using the three-dimensional passive upwelling approach of Phipps
Morgan and Forsyth [1988] which takes into account the effects of the Fifteen-Twenty Fracture Zone to the
south, results plotted in Figure 7c. The resulting RMBA map is shown in Figure 7d, which represents crustal
density anomalies and deviations from the assumed crustal thickness of 5 km.

Regional variations in crustal thickness can be inferred by assuming that the RMBA is solely produced by
spatial variation in crustal thickness. We define crustal material as having a uniform density of 2700 kg m23,
which may include serpentinized peridotite, basalt and gabbro. Hence this method yields an upper bound
of magmatic crustal thickness. Relative crustal thickness, tcr, was calculated by downward continuation of
the RMBA, assuming a reference crustal thickness, tcref, of 5 km [Parker and Huestis, 1974; Kuo and Forsyth,
1988]. During the inversion, wavelengths> 35 km were removed with a low-pass filter and cosine taper

Table 1. Magnetic Anomaly Picksa

Chron 1n.o 2n.y 2n.o 2An.1ny 2An.3no 3n.1ny 3n.4no
Age, Ma 0.78 1.77 1.95 2.58 3.58 4.18 5.23

Line 1 east 10.4 18.2 21.3 28.4 40.5 47.9 61.8
west 9.8 22.4 – – 37.4 42.0 53.6

Line 2 east 11.7 16.4 20.0 28.9 40.2 51.4 57.6
west

Line 3 east 10.9 25.3 45.3 51.8 58.2
west 22.6 32.1 38.5 45.5

Line 4 east 12.8 24.9 45.7 51.4 59.5
west 13.1 17.3 19.1 28.9 34.2 44.5

Line 5 east 14.6 24.9 29.4 35.7 46.0 – 62.3
west 11.2 14.5 25.6 38.5 48.9

Line 6 east 15.2 24.8 27.9 33.3 43.4 50.6 60.0
west 13.7 16.0 22.5 32.0 41.7 51.9

Line 7 east 9.1 17.3 20.6 28.6 37.1 42.2 54.7
west 27.0 38.0 45.0 56.4

Line 8 east 71 25.1 35.6 42.0 53.0
west 19.0 21.7 26.2 33.2 41.8 –

aDistances given in km east/west from ridge axis, chron ages from [Cande and Kent, 1995].
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applied to wavelengths between 25 and 35 km. The signal was then downward continued to 8 km below
sea level and the resulting map is shown in Figure 8a. Note that the 10 km trackline spacing of the survey
means that features between tracklines are poorly constrained, therefore we restrict our interpretation
accordingly.

5.2. RMBA and Relative Crustal Thickness
At the axis, the RMBA is higher in the north part of the study area than in the south where a large AVR has
been constructed (Figure 7d). This axial low presumably reflects low density material concentrated locally
beneath the ridge axis in the southern region. A distinct RMBA high is located at the northernmost part of
the study area (Figure 7d), centered on the ridge axis and at least on line 2 appears to continue westward.

5.3. Crustal Structure
Crustal thickness is a useful first-order proxy for melt supply at the ridge axis [e.g., McKenzie and Bickle,
1988]. Thicker crust is expected at magmatic spreading centers, while thinner crust is expected in magma-
starved regions such as inferred at segment ends [Lin et al., 1990; Tucholke et al., 1997]. Here we assume
that variations in relative crustal thickness can be used to infer variations in melt supply (Figure 8a).
Spreading-parallel profiles whose locations are marked in Figure 8a are plotted in Figures 8b and 8c. They
show off-axis variations in relative crustal thickness. Along line 2 in the northern segment the spreading
axis has a �10 km wide relative crustal thickness low. This relative crustal thickness low is bounded on
either side by regions of inferred thicker crust (Figure 8b). The 12 km relative crustal thickness located
�15 km east of the ridge axis along line 1 (marked A in Figure 8a) is the thickest part of a broader feature
that extends over an area of �25 km2. This region appears to have the structural characteristics of typical,
volcanic seafloor, with �7 km thick crust, inward-facing normal fault scarps, and hummocky-looking sea-
floor topography. The relative crustal thickness anomaly on the conjugate side of the axis only reaches an
amplitude of 11 km, although this anomaly has a similar areal extent to the crustal thickness high east of
the axis (e.g., along line 2). The relative crustal thickness pattern in the southern area is markedly different
(see along line 6, Figure 8c). Here the axis is characterized by a �20 km-wide positive relative crustal

Figure 7. Gravity anomaly data reduction sequence, used to calculate residual crustal thickness (RCT; Figure 8). Thin black lines are shiptracks; black/white lines mark ridge axis. (a) Free-
air anomaly (FAA) from KN210-05, gridded parallel to shiptrack to reduce artifacts. (b) Mantle Bouguer anomaly (MBA). (c) Gravitational contribution of passive mantle upwelling at ridge
axis, calculated using three-dimensional model of Phipps Morgan and Forsyth [1988]. (d) Residual mantle Bouguer anomaly (RMBA), obtained from combining (b) and (c).
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thickness anomaly, 12 km in amplitude. This positive anomaly is oriented subparallel to the ridge axis,
approximately 108 from the present-day spreading trend. West of the axis is a pronounced relative crustal
thickness low of 23 km along line 7 (marked B, Figure 8a), and coincides with the South Core Complex

Figure 8. (a) Relative crustal thickness (RCT) with bathymetric shading. Red/white line marks ridge axis; green polygons are corrugated seafloor
(following Smith et al. [2014]); colored dots mark outward-facing slopes with angle >208. A and B show RCT anomalies discussed in text. (b and
c) Profiles along line 2 and line 6, respectively. Upper solid line is RCT; lower solid line is bathymetry; dashed line/gray shading indicates depth
to base of crust obtained from RCT grid assuming a reference crustal thickness of 5 km [Escartin et al., 1999]. Blue/red strips show crustal magne-
tization profiles from Figure 4b; WR is West Ridge; ER is East Ridge. (d) Profile along ridge axis. Arrows indicate NTOs, offsets noted.
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detachment fault. This apparently thinned crust is present on both sides of the axis, although the anomaly
is more pronounced to the west.

Along-axis variation in relative crustal thickness is shown in Figure 8d. The ridge axis in the southern area is
dominated by a 30 km-long segment with relative crustal thickness of up to 13 km. Crust progressively
thins along the axis north of 16830’N, and defines an axis-parallel low that is bound on its southern edge by
the NTO at 16842’N. This relative crustal low has a minimum of 22 km. Hence we observe an apparent 5 km
difference in axial crustal thickness from south to north across the area, over a distance of �55 km.

There appears to be a positive correspondence between the occurrence of exposed detachment fault
scarps and relative crustal thickness (green polygons, Figure 8a). Areas of lowest relative crustal thickness
coincide with exposed detachment surfaces, for example in the area marked B in Figure 8a, where the cor-
rugated scarp of South Core Complex corresponds to a negative relative crustal thickness (23 km). In con-
trast, no corrugated surfaces are associated with relative crustal thickness greater than approximately
11 km, suggesting that detachment faulting is not supported under these more magmatic conditions. This
correlation supports the notion that detachment faulting is primarily an amagmatic process, during which
preexisting lower crustal and upper mantle rocks are denuded to the seafloor [John et al., 2004; Grimes
et al., 2008].

5.4. Tectonic Strain Estimates
We use observations of axis-facing slope angle to obtain quantitative estimates of tectonic strain, T, and
thus indirectly of the proportion of plate separation accommodated by magmatic accretion, M, where
M 5 1 2 T [Buck et al., 2005; Macleod et al., 2009; Mallows and Searle, 2012]. Formation of detachment faults
is most likely to occur when M is between 0.3 and 0.5 [Tucholke et al., 2008]. Tectonic strain can be estimat-
ed as the fraction of exposed fault scarp along profiles oriented parallel to the spreading direction. We cal-
culate slopes angles along individual profiles extracted from the map in Figure 2b, sum the horizontal
distances (apparent fault heaves) of inward facing slopes >108 and normalize by profile length [Escartin
et al., 1999; Paulatto et al., 2015]. We acknowledge that the choice of slopes >108 will include some volcanic
slopes, however additional data (e.g., near-bottom sidescan sonar images) to resolve this issue are not avail-
able. Profiles are restricted to crust <1.5 Ma in age (�16 km either side of the spreading axis), in order to
minimize the effects of sedimentation. In addition, we ignore the effects of mass-wasting and assume that
fault slip is parallel to the spreading direction. We analyzed 150 profiles spaced 200 m apart in the ridge-
parallel direction, eight of which coincide with ship tracks of Cruise KN210-05; these eight profiles are
shown in Figure 9a. The resulting time-averaged estimates of T and M in Figure 9b do not represent the
actual tectonic strain at any one time, which may have changed substantially during the 1.5 Ma period in
question. Furthermore, our estimates of M carry considerable uncertainty as there may be fault scarps with
slope <108 which are incorrectly categorized as magmatic seafloor in our analysis, or conversely there may
be magmatic terrain with slope >108 assumed to be fault scarps.

Values of M vary between 0.1 and 0.65 across the study area. We find that the majority of the study area has
M between 0.3 and 0.5, consistent with the formation and maintenance of oceanic core complexes
[Tucholke et al., 2008]. Values of M to the north of the NTO at 16842’N are typically lower (<0.4) than those
in the south, indicating that the majority of the seafloor is being formed by faulting there although we have
not identified an active core complex north of the NTO [Smith et al., 2014]. In the south, M is typically higher,
with two ridge sections centered at 16820’N and 168300 N showing local highs of> 0.5. Hence we infer
increased magmatism in the south of the study area even though this region has active detachment fault-
ing along most of the western boundary fault. Note that south of the Southern core complex, near 16810’N,
M is< 0.4.

We use our estimates of relative crustal thickness as a second method to independently assess variations in
M and T. The inferred percentage of magmatic accretion at any point, M, can be written as

M 5
tcr 1 tcrefð ÞMmag

tcmag
(1)

where tcr is relative crustal thickness, tcref 5 5 km is the reference crustal thickness used in downward con-
tinuation of RMBA, Mmag 5 0.80 is the assumed proportion of spreading accommodated by magmatism at a
magma-rich slow-spreading center [Escartin et al., 1999] and tcmag 5 7.1 km is the typical crustal thickness
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at a magma-rich slow-spreading center. Using equation (1), the relative crustal thickness of 12 km observed
at the ridge axis in the south of the study area near 16825’N corresponds to M of 0.78. For comparison,
Mallows and Searle [2012] used a similar approach in the area of detachment faulting near 138N at the MAR
and obtained a minimum estimate of M of 0.56. This contrasts with the area to the north at 16850’N, where
relative crustal thickness of 22 km corresponds to M of 0.38.

Our two independent estimates of M are in broad agreement in that they show a trend of increasing mag-
matism from north to south. M obtained from the relative crustal estimate in the north at 16850’N matches
well with that obtained from bathymetric slopes. To the south, M estimated from relative crustal thickness
near 16825’N is much higher than that from bathymetric slope profiles (Figure 9b), reflecting the degree of
uncertainty in each method. Moreover, since active detachment faulting has been identified in the southern
region, we would assume that M would not be >0.5 in this area, therefore our approach may reflect an
overestimate. Despite these uncertainties, our observations show that faulting is important throughout this
area, in particular in the northern segment where magmatic processes accommodate relatively less strain
associated with plate spreading.

6. Discussion

6.1. Axial Tectonic Structure
The bathymetric, magnetic and gravity data in the 16830’N region presented here reveal a systematic pat-
tern along the ridge axis. In the southern part of the study area the ridge axis is shallow (�3400 m adjacent
to SCC) and characterized by a robust AVR. The ridge axis deepens toward the north and water depths aver-
age �4500 m north of the NTO near 16842’N. Volcanic activity is sparse and an AVR is absent in the northern
segment [Smith et al., 2014]. This first-order variation in axial depth and morphology is accompanied by
changes in the magnetic and gravity signals. In the south, between 16830’N and 16840’N, the ridge axis is
characterized by a high central anomaly magnetization intensity (Figure 4). North of the NTO at 16842’N,
the central anomaly magnetization is reduced in amplitude. RMBA and relative crustal thickness estimates
show similar along-axis variability. Low RMBA and high relative crustal thickness (13 km) are observed in
the south. In the deeper, northern area, RMBA is higher and relative crustal thickness is 22 km.

Together, these observations suggest two distinct modes of spreading at the present day. In the south, vol-
canism and magma supply are sufficient enough to produce an AVR, and generate crust which is
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Figure 9. Bathymetric slope and tectonic strain estimates. (a) Bathymetric profiles 1–8, shaded where slope >108, locations shown in
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comparable to the global, seismically determined average of 7.1 6 0.8 km [White et al., 1992]. A typical,
magmatically controlled magnetic source layer would explain the strong positive central anomaly with
amplitude >200 nT. In the north, volcanism and magma supply are probably weaker [Smith et al., 2014].
Here no AVR has formed and the crust is estimated to be 3–5 km thick. The associated magnetic layer is
estimated to be thin, and results in reduced central magnetic anomaly amplitude.

Thickened crust located 15 km east of the ridge axis in the north (A, Figure 8a) is in sharp contrast to the
thin crust apparently being accreted at the axis today. This change in crustal thickness takes place over only
�15 km, and is �4 km in magnitude (Figure 8b). The short wavelength of this feature suggests a consider-
able change in magma supply over a short time period, probably only �1.5–2.0 million years. Therefore the
magmatically anemic spreading center at the north of the study area may be a recent feature, prior to
which magmatic accretion played a more important role.

6.2. Tectonic Reorganization
Misalignment between modern-day volcanic spreading center and magnetic anomalies indicates tectonic
reorganization of the axis within the past 780 ka. The present axis trends �0058 and has a right-lateral NTO
of �7 km. In contrast, the Brunhes-Matuyama boundary (780 ka) and older magnetic anomalies trend
�0108 and show no evidence of an offset (Figure 4b). Bathymetric lineations, including fault scarps, on the
eastern flank are also oriented parallel to the magnetic anomaly trends. These features also show no evi-
dence of a past offset of the axis. These observations suggest that prior to �780 ka, the spreading axis was
continuous and unbroken without offset, trending �0108. A reorganization of the axis is likely to have taken
place between �780 ka and today, which created the relatively young NTO at 16842’N. This reorganization
may have taken the form of variable asymmetric spreading, subtle ridge jumps or rift propagation. Since
the reorganization took place after 780 ka, there are no magnetic reversal markers to provide a record of its
history.

6.3. Central Anomaly Magnetization
The positive magnetization, associated with the central Bruhnes anomaly, has an asymmetrical distribution
relative to the axis. This positive signal is consistently located 2–4 km to the east of the volcanic axis axis
(Figures 4 and 5). Furthermore, the mean width of the central magnetic anomaly is 10.0 km, �40% narrower
than the 16.4 km width that would typically be expected at an average spreading rate of 21.2 km Ma21. The
width of the central anomaly also shows variation between profiles, ranging from 8 km on line 7 up to
12 km on line 5. This 3–6 km length scale in variability is similar to that observed south of the Fifteen-
Twenty Fracture Zone [Fujiwara et al., 2003; Mallows and Searle, 2012]. This scale of heterogeneity may
reflect lithological heterogeneity between peridotite and gabbro intrusions, altered by varying degrees of
serpentinization [Blackman et al., 2002; Karson et al., 2006; Dick et al., 2008; Mallows and Searle, 2012].

The across-axis asymmetry in the central Bruhnes anomaly could be explained by two mechanisms. First, a
recent westward shift in the locus of magmatic accretion could cause the magmatic axis to become mis-
aligned with the magnetization signature of slightly older crust in the northern segment. This process is
consistent with the location of the NTO at 16842’N, which appears to be associated with a change in the
degree of magnetization asymmetry along line 3. Second, variations in magnetization associated with litho-
logical boundaries could give rise to an asymmetric central anomaly (Figure 10). Asymmetric accretion
mode, with magmatic spreading to the east and detachment-mode spreading to the west, is likely to play
an important role in this area. This spreading mode may cause highly magnetized basalt crust spread to the
east and weakly magnetized rift-valley infill to the west (Figure 10). This rift-valley to the west is the hanging
wall of the detachment fault, and has not been spread away since the fault developed, leaving a crustal sliv-
er behind [Allerton et al., 2000]. This sliver is likely to be composed of basalt flows piled on top of each other
(perhaps with alternating magnetization directions resulting in a weak net magnetization) as well as mass-
wasted material supplied from off-axis slopes. Since hydrothermal systems are commonly associated with
detachments the hanging wall is probably highly altered by hydrothermal circulation [McCaig et al., 2007].
U-Pb zircon ages from Atlantis Massif suggest that the crust itself may comprise a series of small-scale sills
which intrude into one another over length scales of �1.4 km, which would result in an irregular magnetic
anomaly pattern [Grimes et al., 2008]. Hence the magnetization of the hanging wall adjacent to a detach-
ment fault may be considerably reduced. In addition to this poorly magnetized material, the rotation associ-
ated with detachment slip may further distort the magnetic signal.
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The consistent clockwise phase shift between observed and calculated magnetic anomalies east of the axis
implies suggests the rotation of magnetized bodies. This finding is in agreement with Mallows and Searle
[2012], who found that the observed axial magnetization at 138N can be explained by a 458 westward rota-
tion of the magnetization vector. The weakly magnetized upper and lower crustal gabbros are also likely to
be rotated as slip on a detachment continues, further distorting magnetic anomalies over low-angle
detachments.

6.4. Detachment Fault Activity
Regional and high-resolution bathymetric and sidescan sonar data demonstrate that detachment faulting
plays a major role in crustal accretion in the 16830’N area [Smith et al., 2014]. Large portions of the seafloor
on both sides of the spreading axis show a terrain typical of detachment faulting (Figure 2d). The tapered
distribution of sediment on footwall outcrops also suggests that these faults are active today [Parnell-Turner
et al., 2014]. These detachments represent rotated footwalls of low-angle faults, which probably began as
normal faults. On the western side of the axis, Smith et al. [2014] identified �10 km long lineations oriented
parallel to the spreading direction. They interpreted these lineations as large-scale corrugations, formed
during slip along long-lived detachment faults. The widespread nature of these lineations led Smith et al.
[2014] to conclude that detachment faulting has dominated the west flank of the axis for the past 5 Ma.
Detachment faulting is also indicated by lineations on crust >2 Ma on the eastern flank [Smith et al., 2014].

The common occurrence of detachments is consistent with our observation of lower than expected magne-
tization to the west of the axis (Figures 8 and 10). The ubiquitous presence of detachment faults both along
axis and over the past 5 Ma can also explain the difference in magnetization on either side of the ridge axis
we have documented here. Regions of corrugated seafloor appear to mostly coincide with areas of negative
relative crustal thicknesses (e.g., region marked B, Figure 8a). Areas with relative crustal thickness >1 km do
not show evidence for corrugations, and also tend to have fewer outward-facing fault scarps (e.g., region
marked A, Figure 8a). Areas of corrugated seafloor and low relative crustal thickness identified here are in

Figure 10. Cartoon illustrating asymmetric shape of central magnetic anomaly. (a) Sketch of observed magnetic anomaly profile over
spreading axis in study area. Dashed line shows typically observed magnetic anomaly; solid line shows observed anomaly with reduced
signal of the Bruhnes-Matuyama reversal and off-axis. (b) Simplified crustal structure, black arrows show spreading direction. Red line/trian-
gle is axis/axial volcanic ridge (AVR); gray/red shaded block shows magmatic upper crust; labeled vertical/rotated gray blocks are magne-
tized bodies (B/M is Bruhnes-Matuyama; J is Jaramillo); yellow line is Curie isotherm; green shaded block shows upper/lower crust of
detachment fault footwall (FW); blue arrow is hydrothermal circulation (HC); horizontal gray/blue shading with black hummocks represents
rift valley infill within hanging wall (HW).
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good agreement with the lithology of rock samples dredged near the ridge axis (<20 km), where gabbro
and peridotite samples were documented by Smith et al. [2014]. The presence of these lithologies at the
seafloor is indicative of slip on detachment faults bringing lower crustal and mantle rocks to the surface.
The identification of near-axis detachment faults confirmed by geological sampling adds confidence to our
interpretation that features further off-axis (>20 km), where we do not have dredge samples, are also
detachment-fault related.

7. Conclusions

Earthquake seismicity, bathymetry, gravity, magnetic and dredging surveys show that the 16830’N area of
the MAR is an area of active detachment faulting. Total spreading rate is 21.2 km Ma21, slower than that
previously reported near the Fifteen-Twenty Fracture Zone, although supported by our magnetic models
and regional magnetic profiles. Crustal magnetization is generally lower in amplitude west of the axis, and
the central anomaly is 40% narrower than expected with no anomaly present west of the volcanic axis. The
central anomaly appears to be typically developed to the east of the volcanic axis on all profiles. The shape
of the central anomaly may be explained by a low-magnetized hanging wall adjacent to active detachment
faults. Lithological variations caused by detachment faulting may lead to highly magnetized young basalts
east of the axis to be juxtaposed with the weakly magnetized old lava flows and products of mass-wasting
that fill the axial valley to the west. Finally, older basalt flows subjected to increased hydrothermal circula-
tion may cause a subdued magnetic anomaly. This combination of rotation, lithological juxtaposition and
hydrothermal alteration can explain the asymmetrical central magnetization pattern observed here. Mis-
alignment between modern-day volcanic spreading center and off-axis magnetic anomalies and bathyme-
try indicate a tectonic reorganization of the axis within the past 780 ka. This reorganization may have taken
the form of variable asymmetric spreading or ridge jumps or rift propagation but since it happened after
780 ka there are no magnetic reversal markers to trace its history.

Gravity data indicate relatively thick crust in the south, thinning to the north. This is reflected by a change
in axial morphology. In the south segment the median valley floor is �10 km wide, a large AVR has been
constructed, and water depths average �3500 m In the northern segment, the valley floor is narrow (�3–
4 km wide), a prominent AVR has not developed, indicating anemic volcanism, and water depths average
�4500 m. Off-axis changes in calculated relative crustal thickness suggest a rapid (1–2 Ma) transition from
normal thickness magmatic crust to very thin crust at the current ridge axis in the north segment. We have
observed short length scale variations in magnetization, crustal architecture and bathymetry in this region.
These spatially short wavelength patterns indicate that the processes controlling crustal accretion in these
settings act over short timescales (1–2 Ma).
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